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Tech Source Signs Distribution Agreement with Cambridge Pixel
to Sell Radar Visualization Systems
Altamonte Springs, Florida, February 10, 2009 –Tech Source, Inc., a leader in graphics solutions for
air traffic control and embedded graphics, today announced it has entered into a distribution
agreement with Cambridge Pixel, Ltd. to sell Cambridge Pixel’
s radar visualization solutions in the
military, command and control and ATC markets. Under this agreement, Tech Source will distribute
Cambridge Pixel’
s HPx series of radar interface cards and SPx series of radar processing servers and
software products in North America and India.
Cambridge Pixel provides advanced hardware and software solutions for radar processing, scan
conversion and tracking. By utilizing industry-standard computing platforms and high-performance
graphics cards, Cambridge Pixel is able to offer cost-effective and flexible solutions for radar display
applications.
Tech Source currently offers its Condor PMC and XMC series of graphics boards for the embedded
graphics market. The addition of Cambridge Pixel’
s products to its own will allow Tech Source to offer
a complete, cost-effective and future-proof solution for radar visualization.
“We are excited about the opportunity this distribution agreement presents,”said Selwyn L. Henriques,
president of Tech Source, Inc. “This relationship will benefit both companies because of our
complementary product offerings and will allow wider market reach.”
David Johnson, Cambridge Pixel CEO says, “We are pleased to be working with an established
graphics company who have a long track record of successful graphics installations. Tech Source
understands graphics and video and can provide the depth of expertise and range of product that
complement Cambridge Pixel’
s software products. Together we can offer an integrated solution for
sensor processing and visualization requirements, especially for military command and control
systems.”
About Tech Source
Tech Source, Inc. has provided graphics solutions to the ATC and defense markets for more than 20
years. Its Raptor series of graphics boards are renowned for their industry-leading performance, easeof-installation, and driver support for all UNIX platforms. Other solutions Tech Source provides
include high resolution LCD monitors, an analog 2K × 2K video switch, and record/playback software.
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In 2007, Tech Source became a subsidiary of Eizo Nanao Corporation (EIZO), a leading global
manufacturer of high-end visual display products. EIZO is listed on the First Section of the Tokyo
Stock Exchange (TSE: 6737) and recorded worldwide net sales of more than $893 million in fiscal year
2007. Both companies have combined their expertise and complementary product lines to produce
cutting-edge graphics solutions for ATC, defense, and other markets.
For more information, visit Tech Source on the Web at www.techsource.com

About Cambridge Pixel Ltd.
Based in Cambridge, England, Cambridge Pixel is an employee-owned specialist radar processing and
display company. Formed in 2007, the company combines first-class software engineering skills with a
special knowledge of radar capture, processing and display. Our engineering team brings decades of
experience from successful worldwide installations in naval command and control, air traffic control
and commercial shipping applications. Cambridge Pixel is already established as a leading supplier of
innovative technology for radar scan-conversion, having introduced the world’
s first commercially
available COTS software scan converter based on standard processing and graphics hardware.
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